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Running SAP HANA on IBM Power Systems allows you to meet your organisation’s mission-critical demands

and secure its competitive edge so you can meet the expectations of tomorrow. For SAP HANA

deployments to be effective, the workloads require a robust, scalable multisocket server architecture. The

IT platforms must also provide the flexibility to run multiple, mixed workloads, expand system capacity,

and deploy SAP HANA in on-site, cloud, and hybrid cloud environments.

To fully benefit from SAP HANA in on-premise application deployments, it is critical that you choose

the right hardware on which the SAP HANA database runs — otherwise, you risk poor system

performance and end-to-end system response times. SAP HANA is fully supported on IBM Power

Systems feature simultaneous multithreading, allowing them to execute more threads per core and

more instructions per clock cycle than competing servers. Further, IBM’s built-in virtualisation

hypervisor – IBM Power VM – isolates workloads that are running on the same server for improved

performance.

Saving costs is a top priority for 54% of organisations. IBM Power Systems provide high server

density and scalability, allowing you to process large volumes of data at a significantly lower cost.

With IBM POWER9 processors and IBM PowerVM, Power Systems can host up to 16 production SAP

HANA databases on a single server. Support for shared processor pools lets you dynamically

distribute compute capacity across SAP environments, reducing total cost of ownership

(TCO). On-demand workload scaling allows you to quickly and easily add more cores and memory to

SAP HANA work-loads.

SAP HANA relies on in-memory data processing which places large demand on memory

management. IBM Power Systems deliver enhanced reliability, availability and serviceability to keep

SAP HANA environments up and running at all times.

INFRASTRUCTURE YOU CAN TRUST

 ACHIEVE ENTERPRISE GRADE PERFORMANCE1.

<99.999%

availability

Zero Impact planned

maintenance with live

partition mobility

2. INCREASE & IMPROVE SERVER DENSITY & CAPACITY

3. IMPROVE MEMORY PERFORMANCE

Downtime is unacceptable for critical business applications. IBM Power Systems offer the highest

reliability rating among major mainstream server products. Built in resilience and application binary

interface (ABI) compatibility allows existing SAP workloads running on older IBM Power Systems to

run without change onto POWER9 based servers. Further, you can seamlessly migrate to POWER9

based servers using the live partition mobility capability in IBM PowerVM.

4. IMPROVE RELIABILITY

Inevitably, organisations need to run a variety of applications, all at different times, to meet

changing business needs and meet the expectation of the future. IBM Power systems allow you to

run both SAP and non-SAP applications on a single platform. The IBM Power Systems platform gives

businesses a greater amount of agility and variability than would be possible with an appliance,

including during the initial transition from an existing database to HANA. Businesses can consolidate

multiple SAP HANA databases on a single Power Systems server. This provides greater speed and

flexibility and avoids the complexities of a bare metal installation.

4. MAXIMISE FLEXIBILITY



Using PowerVM, organisations can currently virtualise up to eight production SAP HANA virtual machines and they can mix non-production HANA

instances and traditional workloads on the same system. The result is very efficient workload consolidation, requiring fewer servers while

maximising the utilisation rates of the processors. 

Optimising your SAP HANA deployments is crucial when managing data-intensive workloads. This starts with ensuring your organisation has the

foundational hardware necessary to support these workloads. IBM Power Systems, ranked #1 in reliability, offers enterprise grade performance

providing flexibility, resiliency and the high performance necessary for you to meet business demands. Advent One have extensive experience

with IBM Power and SAP HANA and can work with your organisation to implement the best solution for your business. For more information on this

article or to speak to an expert, contact us.


